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1: Page 4: Paper IV …… Submitted to Multiple Sclerosis Journal (not Journal Multiple Sclerosis)

2: Page 21: the last aim….. to analyse the sex ratio in MS in the Swedish population…(not birth cohort)

3: Page 22: line 7 from bottom … crude MS mortality …. (not annual age- and gender-adjusted)

4: Page 28: the last line …. from 171.5% to 135.2% in MS, when compared the previous study (Landtblom et al. 2002) with the later study period, 1990-2010.

5: Page 31: line 3….. (Spearman’s rho = 0.664; p = 0.002; n = 21), (corrected figures)

6: Page 36: line 7 … (Spearman’s rho = 0.664; p = 0.002; n = 21) (corrected figures)

7: Page 38: line 4 from the bottom ….. between counties, (not municipalities)